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In the story of the Biblical sisters Rachel and Leah, Jacob makes a
contract to marry Rachel, whom he loves. But on the wedding night
the bride is hidden under a veil1 - nevertheless Jacob consummates
the marriage, only to wake up the next morning to discover it was
Rachel’s sister, Leah, whom he married. According to one of the
many interpretations explaining this curious sequence of events,
Rachel and Leah are viewed metaphorically as two antithetical
aspects of the same woman.2 Representative of the physical
world, Rachel, who attracts Jacob with her exceptional beauty, is
extroverted and out-going. Conversely the less beautiful Leah is
introverted and introspective, but she suits ‘Jacob’s higher spiritual
nature’.3 This interpretation in which an unrevealed side of the
bride’s personality makes her seem like two different women is the
very concept that Andre Stead explores in the sculptures of his new
Anamorphic Series. Inspired by the hidden imagery of the world
of anamorphic art, Stead veils certain aspects of these works as a
means of delving into the issue of ‘duality within human beings’.4
Each of the smooth, organic sculptures exhibited here embodies
two female figures, and each figure assumes an emotional gesture
diametrically opposed to the other. Like Jacob, the viewer discovers
aspects within these works that are not immediately apparent.
The sculpture, Surrender, for example, is dominated by a figure that
appears introverted, withdrawn, and suggestive of one who has
retreated into a fetal position. But out of sight - under the sculpture
and above - Stead has sculpted the profile of an antithetical upright
figure that assumes the posture of an outgoing, extroverted
personality. Just as Leah was concealed, Stead hides this second
figure, as if to account for an aspect of the personality that is latent
or kept under wraps. Infusing the sculptural form with polarized
elements, here as elsewhere throughout his Anamorphic Series,
Stead charges the work with a tension he defines as the ‘balance
between opposites’.5 This reference is indicative of a broader
concern that also drives these works - Stead’s articulated belief
in the need to bring greater balance to a world of chaos.6 In this
sense his perfectly formed idealised sculptures, charged as they
are with contrasting forces, can also be understood as metaphorical
vessels for a world in balance.
Everything contains its opposite. Dusk is contained in dawn,
chaos in order, and the concealed within the revealed. Often,
however, changeover from one aspect to another is a gradual
process, like the progressive retreat of darkness as night turns
to day. In a similar manner, the contrasting elements in these
works emerge gradually - as we walk around the sculpture, the
heavy grounded figure changes little by little until at one point it
becomes a light, dancing figure that seems to take flight.

Andre Stead is a sculptor of the female figure. Since leaving the
Bronze Age Art Foundry in 2007 to launch his sculpture career,
his work has focused exclusively on the female form and ‘the
evolution of women and their interaction in society’.7 Although
Stead repeatedly emphasizes that he is exclusively a sculptor
of figures, his new Anamorphic Series represents a striking shift
toward abstract form. More than simply the clever mingling of two
figures, these new works also function as fully realized abstractions
that facilitate transformation from one idea to its antithesis.
The revealed and the concealed coalesce in the Rachel/Leah
narrative with Jacob’s marriage to the two sisters. These polarities
also converge in the Anamorphic Series as‚ a synthesis of
contrasting ideas, suspended in a state of perpetual interaction,
like day and night’.8 Stead brings this about largely through his
recent shift toward abstraction, which takes him beyond the
revealed, and places him among those who pursue that which is
hidden.
Although the Biblical text makes no reference to a veil, it is widely
understood that according to custom, Leah was veiled. This is one of the
major explanations as to how Jacob was deceived. The reader is also
encouraged to consider Rachel’s veil as a metaphorical element.
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